Jira Issue's View WBS

Work Breakdown Structure widget is a mini-module, a panel which can be found in the Jira issue-page above the “Activity” container (all JIRA’s core containers are just above it). It manifests the allocation of an issue within the Program, assuming that the issue belongs to at least one Program. As a functionality it is only visible and accessible to all users logged into their Jira with valid and enabled instances of BigGantt and BigPicture. A view of this panel can be configure in the WBS Configuration in Jira Administration.

WBS operates in the context of a Program. Changing it is possible with a context-switcher.

The button enables the search option and returns the list of all Programs that the issue belongs to. By the default the WBS will display in the context of the frequently used (edited / displayed) Program in BigGantt / BigPicture as long as it contains the issue we are currently viewing.

WBS displays the structure of a JIRA tasks’ embedment in a application’s Programs in a very clear way. User may pick out of two modes:

- **Focused** – a TreeGrid view, focused on a specific issue with a simplified structure of its allocation within the Program (including parents only up till the Program level)
- **Overview** – a TreeGrid view focused on a specific issue in a context of a whole Program’s structure, including its sibling tasks, their parents, grandparents up to the Program itself. Basically a whole WBS view with a centred issue which we are currently displaying.